Opis części kursu, którą prowadzi Armando Jongejan:
The Dutch police force has been triggered in the nineties by the UK approach ´Secured by Design´
with the development of the Dutch 'Police Label Secure Housing' (Politiekeurmerk Veilig WonenR).
Taking a closer look at the English and the Dutch Police Label Secure Housing, some striking
differences are revealed. Although the packaging of the schemes look alike, the content of the Dutch
Police Label Secure Housing is quite different. Using Christopher Alexander's pattern language, the
Dutch Police Label Secure Housing focuses more on urban planning and landscaping, embodies the
offenders' perspective to a larger extent and can be used more flexibly in dealing with site specific
problems and solutions. We start with some theories, working with several examples from the
Netherlands and go outside for a survey (also during bad weather conditions) to visit a neighborhood
near the location of the training course to translate the theory and learn from the physical design of
Warsaw.
Afterwards we work in three groups and translate the range of ideas of this Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design (CPTED) approach into a Polish version on different levels of the
building process: Urban planning and design, public areas, layout. buildings and dwellings.
What is acceptable for Poland, what is reasonable and even more important what are the success
factors to introduce a label like the Police Label in Poland and to reduce crime. We even think about
a new name for the Polish label. This second day we have to work hard (all of us).

Opis części kursu, którą prowadzi Tobias Woldendorp:

In this 15 hours course I’ll give two larger lectures, an introduction on CPTED seen from the eyes of a
landscape-architect and urban planner. We will learn to define risks by four criteria: sight,
accessability, territoriality and Attractivity.The second lecture will be about CPTED and highrise and
public space, results from a project with researchers from Budapest, Krakaw, Berlin, Bristol and
Amsterdam. I will give some workshops: the squarefestival, an interactive lecture on four Dutch
squares and a virtual bustour , with visiting three quarters in Warsaw, making a risk analysis and
solving problems by the CPTED-method. I will also take the students out for a survey: streets to meet.
We will solve some Dutch plans: like hot spots in the Harbour of Rotterdam (this is how we do it in
Holland, how would you solve this in Poland? And we will also work on solving a designed, but not
built project in Warsaw.

